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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
On behalf of the editorial and advising team,
I am pleased to present the twenty-seventh annual
edition of Creative License, an award-winning
literary and visual arts publication created to
celebrate the artistic achievement of Perimeter
College students at Georgia State University.
Print copies are available at all Perimeter
campus libraries and Student Life offices, and
a PDF of each issue dating back to 2013 can be
located at the University’s Student Media page:
https://studentmedia.gsu.edu/pc/.
Each issue of Creative License reflects not
only the creativity and diversity of our talented
Perimeter students, but also the dedication and
collaborative efforts of the magazine’s student
editors and faculty advisors. Student editors
are actively engaged in each phrase of the
magazine’s publication cycle: soliciting artwork
submissions from their peers, reviewing and
recommending campus submissions, voting
on college-wide selections and winners of the
Rosemary Cox Awards, and distributing the
new issue. We look forward to the process with
excitement every year and are proud to present
this year’s collection of the best student literary
and visual art submissions from all Perimeter
campuses.

The magazine accepts any original, previously
unpublished art form that can appear in print:
poetry, fiction, drama, art, photography, or
musical scores. The magazine cannot pay for
material selected for publication except with a
free copy of the issue in which it appears.

https://studentmedia.gsu.edu/pc/
For more information, contact the Editor
(English Department of Clarkston Campus,
555 N. Indian Creek Drive,
Clarkston, GA 30021)
or a Campus Advisor.

Since its first issue in 1993, Creative License
has showcased Perimeter students’ excellence in
creative work and has inspired student writers
and artists to share their talents with a wider
audience. I extend a heartfelt thanks to all who
contribute to the success of our students and to
this publication.
Sincerely,
Tracienne Ravita
Faculty Editor, 2020
travita@gsu.edu
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Dr. Nancy P. Kropf, Dean
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The Tomboy
by Jessamyn Lockett
I want to be soft

I wish

and beautiful

for my coarseness to cease

gentle and lovely

for my hair to flow freely

feminine

that my eyes would sparkle
and my sun-kissed skin would glow

I want warm, inviting eyes
that welcome your gaze

I long

that you fall into

for a combination of what is “natural”

and that you never want to leave

for a woman to be
and the intricate balance of what they’ve sold me

To be graceful

a woman is to be:

and light on my feet

soft but never weak

elegant

bold but never loud

as delicate as a feather

sultry but never slutty

I want to be desirable

I want beyond

and alluring

sugar, spice and everything nice

pleasing to the eye

I desire more than

sexy

to be an object
I yearn

I want a smooth, slender waist
that morphs into curved hips
that melt into soft thighs
and that you could find no fault with
To be fearless
and unabashed in every move
shameless
as footloose as fancy is free
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to be all the things I will never admit I want to be

No Change
by Natalie Holloway
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Have Your Pie
by Maya Samad
Did you know that if you mix a sip of Coke with your friend’s dad’s moonshine,
it will taste exactly like apple pie? And that if you drink it before you go to the lake,
you will feel every grain of sand on your skin? Even if you go there every week, as
I do, your friend’s dad’s moonshine will change everything. Lake Acworth was on
fire that day, and I got to visit her while she spread. You will never want to stop
feeling how it makes you feel, or being where you are with whoever is with you,
and you will keep going back to the beach to take another slice. Well, maybe not
you, but I did. I looked over at the boy I would come to appreciate as I should
have, and the lake had left strings of beads in his Afro, and the sun had caught it
just right, and he looked at me funny when I told him about the rainbows in his
hair. I was frustrated that he was one of the ones who wouldn’t let me swim to
the middle of the lake as I always did. Something about You’re kind of hanging on
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“ …you never want
to stop feeling how it
makes you feel …”

me right now. How are you going to go farther? I managed to sneak past them. They
panicked; I’m a better swimmer than all of them, even after pie. They only let me
swim parallel to the beach after they caught me. I think I scared them, but they
were pricking my nerves. I finally caught up to the boy who shared the pie with
me. “Did I swim far?”

“Yes, girlie, you swam very far.”

My smile beamed brighter than the sun on the water. “How far did I swim?”
I didn’t notice him shake his head, just that his eyes were blue like the stripe on
his paddle board. He did not look when he pointed. Pointed at water. More water.
Stretching over the horizon, kind of dirty, but magnificently green and impossibly
deep. I couldn’t touch the bottom. They wouldn’t let me try.
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pen and ink

Some of You, Some of Me
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by Mylao Lassitter

Balm
by Ciana Benjamin
I only care about you
When the seasons change
To cold, unflattering weather
When lush lips long to kiss you –
Coat them with your essence.

Twisted cap,
Amazon forest after the rain,
I only care about you when the seasons change.
Palm-size I carry you; in this weather
I do not want to lose you.

Shield these lips – that’s what you do –
Back and forth as I take from you –
Kiss me.
It feels like soft butter applied to nearly burnt toast,
Delicious all the same
And just like that, the seasons change.

I will be back for you
When
The dry ice falls
on my lips.
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My Planner

by Abir Odeh

It’s Monday again
I flip open my blue Moleskine planner
Snapping the elastic holding it closed
And pulling the blue-ribbon bookmark to this week

I grab my favorite blue G-2
Click it open
Scrawling ‘to-do’ on the right-hand page
Not forgetting the dots for the colon

I jot every assignment and its due date
In my perfect half-cursive script
Committing my goals to a list
Without neglecting events and reminders

Inscribing my intentions in ink
Hoping they may become achievements
Scribbles to inspire motivation
Composing a schedule ensuring procrastination is manageable
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Scheduling doodle time
‘do not forget to exercise’ penciled in somewhere
‘make time for friends’
‘call sister’

And while the planner
Was glued to my right hand
I couldn’t plan my aching heart
Or time for my tears

But the only ‘note to self’
That couldn’t be jotted down
Are my own disappointments
I couldn’t list and schedule my regrets

It was a hoax
To hide my mistakes
In the lines
Mocking productivity in the name of organization
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Dear Cam
by Savanna Spencer

Remember when you were seven and I was ten, how we ran through the woods
across the street ignoring the briars scratching our new winter coats. Dodging
snowballs hurled by neighborhood bullies as we followed the path to our secret
spot. The pond we fished for minnows in the summer before, now frozen over.
You ask me where the fish go in the winter; I tell you they live under the ice.
Maybe you wanted to join them. I remember when you went under; it happened
so quick it caught my breath. Always the brave one, you had to test the ice out for
yourself. I gave you my coat and held your numbing hand as we ran home. Things
are different now. The path to our secret spot, quiet and grown over. We no longer
run through the woods together. You’d much rather stay numb.

The pond is frozen over again, brother. And I wonder if you’re still under the ice.
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My Serendipitous Sister

by Abir Odeh

Do you remember, the run-down masjid1 five minutes from school?
Shoes in hand as we leapt from the car
Unlacing our sneakers, shelving them, quickly walking in – to avoid the Lego-like mat
The audible drone of the whirring lights
And the time my mom brought our scooters to donate, so instead of homework we scootered
What about the large thermoses of coffee and tea my mom brought in the winter for the women?
My serendipitous sister
Teasingly talking truth telling
Doing wudu2 in the bathroom that always smelled rank
I was definitely maybe your student teacher
Relishing the rich, soft, cakey banana bread my mom always baked for us
What about the extra-long drive home at traffic hour?
Absentmindedly, awkwardly singing along to Julio Iglesias, despite not knowing a lick of Spanish
Now I am sure you remember your suspension – caused by an argument over water
And the iPad I had, which was almost solely used for our debut as pianists
Our socked feet on the uneven pot-holed asphalt of the parking lot
We thought ourselves “deep” quoting Dr. Seuss: “A person’s a person, no matter how small.”
Remember when we found a nest of bees between the windows
And how we couldn’t pray next to each other because we couldn’t stop obnoxiously laughing?
I still recall lying on the cushiony and soft burgundy carpet
Did. You. Know. That. It. Was. Torn. Down. And. In. Its. Place. Is. A. Giant. Masjid.
There was a great tall tree; it flowered every spring, its roots overgrown beneath the cement
And eventually our time there too was overgrown
Eid3 was coming up; we marked our calendars and compared how much money we were getting
Our friendship was like a box of chocolates
You played Mohammed Assaf’s “Ally Elkofiye”4 on repeat for a month; it’s still stuck in my mind
My serendipitous sister
Perhaps one day we will be in Palestine at the same time
Look at us now – speeding down residential roads, flying over speed humps
My serendipitous sister, look at what our roots have built; it’s almost as majestic as the giant masjid
_____________________________________________
1

Masjid: Mosque.

2

Wudu: Islamic obligatory cleansing of parts of the body before prayer.

3

Eid: Muslim holiday, specifically Eid al- Fitr and Eid al- Adha. Eid is also the general Arabic word for holiday.

4

“Ally Elkofiye”: “Raise your Keffiyeh” (also known as a hattah) which is a checkered black and white or red and white scarf worn on the
head or neck. Symbolizes Palestinian solidarity, nationalism, and resistance. Traditionally it was worn by Palestinian farmers and Bedouins
to protect from sunburn, dust, and sand, but it has come to be associated with Palestinian military groups.
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Quiet Guitar
by Andrew Manison

She waits, silently
Craving my touch,
The touch of my fingers to coax her
To sing. My aloofness
Keeps her mute,
Tense, ready
To sing. She is beautiful –
Round shoulders, slender waist, broad hips,
Just as when she first became mine, formed
To sing. The blemishes,
Scars of my carelessness,
But not so bad
As my neglect,
My failure to embrace her,
To caress her,
To excite her
To sing.
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Tranquility no. 3
by Kai Moon
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The World
of Xanadu
by Yuqi Chen
chinese ink and pigments

The Peaceful Lotus
by Yuqi Chen
chinese ink and pigments
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Mama’s Succulent
by Abir Odeh
colored pencil
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Spice Shop in Damacus
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by M G Umlauf

Rooftops
by Xanthos Likes
My last, greatest step
That will take me far away
And break my mom’s heart

The Long Walk Home
by Arnita Cole-Sie
watercolor and acrylic
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Abandoned Prison
Yard in Georgia
by Danette Thomas
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Nightcrawler
by Malumeh Okafor
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Ride or Die
by Han Nguyen
acrylic
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Gravity
by Liz Alzona
acrylic paint, paper, and varnish
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Birds Own the Hospital Now
by Danette Thomas
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Justice
by Nathaniel Brown
Murderers roam free.
Fear hugs the population.
America sleeps.

Sugar
by Xanthos Likes
A gold grown in earth
Brought from worker’s broken backs
We are all addicts
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A Day for Love

by N. Toumey

Hearts and flowers and stolen kisses in high school halls . . .
It was Valentine’s Day. A day dedicated to love
I survived. But I’m not o.k.
I watched my classmates murdered
On Valentine’s Day.
It’s almost been a year now. Are you forgetting? Let me tell you
How I hid under the body of my dead friend.
He never even knew that he saved me.
In the vile madhouse, I laid his head on his arm
I couldn’t let his sweet face lie
Against the cold concrete. I can still hear the
Pop. Pop. Pop.
We are being mowed down as we clamor for change.
The destruction spans generations
My mom miscarried what would have been my sibling a week later.
So the death spread
Like a tragic web after the shooting at my school.
Another life lost. Collateral damage.
I am here. I am alive. I am brave. But I am broken.
This American Life is Not O.K.
Tick. Tick. Tick.
I can still hear the clock
As I waited to find out if I would live or die
I am just a kid, but even I can tell you what to fix.
They were murdered in Parkland, Florida.
Their beautiful bodies
On cold, hard concrete
On Valentine’s Day.

Inspired by Aaylayah Eastmond’s testimony at Senate Judiciary Hearing on Gun Control
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Ismene.
by Kyle Kath
I am the seed cast aside
The daughter of the mother and bride
Blood stained is the family I know
It nurtures and provides room to grow
As blind men see and patriarchs fall
I speak little and rise above it all
I am the sprout that comes up late
Surrounded by others that share the same fate
Some are strong and others are just
Two take up swords and begin to thrust
The feud is silenced by death’s last call
I speak little and rise above it all
I am the sapling in the shadow of my kin
United by pride and royal sin
Swaying in the wind as the other leans
Hoping that the end justifies the means
Her roots have led her to hit the wall
I speak little and rise above it all
I am the oak, the last of my kind
History has repeated itself with no chance to rewind
Threats are everywhere and I now stand resolute
Fire spreads around me with no substance to dilute
Tall and wise, I now realize this flaw
While I now may be able to see, I can’t say a word at all
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The Perception of a Woman

by Jessamyn Lockett

She walked home that night from the

chip red, the tree bark brown, the laid brick

residence hall to her own apartment in the

crimson, all once vibrant and distinct, now

dead of night, despite caution’s whisper in

muffled. And that face... starting with your

her ear because it didn’t matter because she

eyebrows: they’re too light. Eyes: brown almost

was certain she wasn’t shit. She was rough,

black, without sparkle, but not without life

hardened almost. What importance was

and therefore average. The windows to your

caution when her mind was so clouded?

soul, bland and uniform, with eyelashes that

She stepped through the residence hall

are long but they’re straight and too thin. Not

door, hiding her shakes from the friends

supportive of the “fuck me” eyes you know you

she was leaving behind; she was hardened,

wish you had. Nose: too bulbous, cheeks: too

not impermeable. The fuck’s wrong with

round, too chubby, with cheek bones that – well

you? Feet dragged heavily along the dull

if that’s what you’re calling them –they aren’t.

city gray concrete, which was cracked and

Shades of a blur whirring by one after the

damaged after years of use, a slow erosion

next against the darkened Georgia sky.

no one noticed until it was painfully visible.
Directing her gaze to the blue-black night
sky, she exhaled and watched her essence
appear before her and fade in with the
atmosphere, stars passing slowly overhead.
Her eyes flickered. Your hair, it’s too thick.
Unmanaged, untamed, thriving. It’s course in
texture. It looks militant. Who do you think you
are walking around with bed hair? It’s defiant,
like that river that flows north. The stars began
to move more quickly, and colors started to

She turned right on Techwood Drive.
Likewise, the sounds of the night – the
owl’s whoos and the crickets’ chirps, the
frogs’ croaking and beetles’ clicking – were
lost on her. What was usually a symphony
fell deaf on her ears that night, drowned
out by the cacophony of her muse: You know
your neck is short? It’s a fucking nub. Unsexy.
Your collarbone is unseen. Fix that. Women are
emaciated. Women’s bones are visible. It’s sexy.

blend: the concrete gray, the bush plum,

As she peered down the next street,

the evergreen shrub verde, the playground

she took note of the change in scenery from
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the rustic, brick-laden freshman dorms
to the carefully manicured streets where
the fraternity houses resided. Once again,

“ …to catch a glimpse of her
reflection in the glass doors …”

her eyes flickered. She imagined the slim,
long haired, kaleidoscope-eyed girls that

snapping her out of the illusion and

frequented the premises, displayed like a

back into the dull reality of her bookbag,

projection over the wet, dewy lawn. The

still clanging against her with every step,

girls were light, small, whimsical, carefree,

becoming ever more burdensome. She

and laughing, flirting around with the

shook her head as she approached the

fraternity boys as she had seen them do

intersection of State Street and 10th; she

countless times on her walks. A woman’s

refused to slow down and with the thought

waist is slim: 24 inches or slighter, according to

of tomorrow and turned left onto 10th street.

Forever21 and 23 according to Fashion Nova.
At 36 you truly don’t fit the build. Exposed.
Picking up her pace, she plunged on, fully
immersed in her daydream. Their clothing
small and their tops strapless: tube tops,
spaghetti straps, bralettes, all well-fitted and
un-creased by excess fat. Victoria’s best kept
secret is that anything over a DD isn’t sexy.
Too small and you’re a little boy, too big and
you’re “sloppy.”Guess which you are, kiddo?
Stop eatin-.
“Ouch!”
The load of textbooks inflicted a sharp
pain on her upper back and shoulders,

Trudging by, she happened to catch a
glimpse of her reflection in the glass doors
of one of the nearby restaurants on her
right. The jeans directed attention to her
“thunder thighs,” the shirt a size too big,
the jean jacket bulky, all the evidence her
muse needed to sing again: Your sexuality?
Clearly stolen. Who cares if it was forced? Even
if they are themselves, men do not like things
that are used. She froze dead in her tracks.
Shivers jerked down her spine. It was 35
degrees outside but with the wind it felt like
12. The cold bit sharply at her face and cut
continued on next page
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Perception (continued)
bitterly across her bare arms: she had left

first with the mattress, her body second to

without a jacket, without sleeves. Reckless.

follow, and lastly her head. She lay face

It was freezing, but she knew there was

down, mascara bleeding down her peach-

tomorrow, so she pressed on and so did her

tinted cheeks, flowing onto her pillow as

muse. Is that why you dress like that? Pathetic.

evidence of where she had tried to fit her

What are you a dyke? A lesbian? Transitioning?

mother’s definition of feminine. The day’s

Why would a man want to be with . . . with

button down and blue jeans remained in

something that looks like a man? Woman up.

place on her unmoved body. Fading, black

Anguish.

high tops still on, she would not change

Up the wooden staircase, she unlocked
the small, snow-white door and stepped
into transition from nature’s darkness,
lit with the twinkling stars and flickering
streetlights, to the cavern of her apartment’s
artificial nightfall. She locked the door

until the next morning.
He.wants.a.woman:
A voice that is soft
but never weak
An air that is bold

behind her and walked the straight line
from the door, past the cheap, Ikea-white

but never loud

square dining table on her right, wooden

A body that is sultry

floors giving way to groan slightly as the
only evidence that someone had entered
the residence, to her room, door already
open. And there she stood before her bed.
The bookbag she long wrestled slid
finally in one swift motion from her bowed

but never slutty.
She lay there, defeated for that day
perhaps, but as she drifted off, she knew
there was still tomorrow.
She was not feminine.

shoulders to the ground. Relief. Trembling
still, her legs gave way, both knees colliding
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But ain’t she a woman.

Damaged
by Jam

Your soul couldn’t release me because it’s never tasted another damaged soul before
It lingered for my inconsistency because what more could I offer
You thrived on my unwillingness to heal
My light was black and dim
But you needed me way more than I needed you
You couldn’t see the brightness because your vision was blinded too
No fool I beg to pity
Release me from your cycle of deception and wounds that harvest off of pain
I am not yours to keep
Relieve me of my duties of being in control of your emotions
I damaged you
But I will not be an excuse for you not to heal
I honor you for your presence dictated by yesterday’s past
May I ask
What triggered you?
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Pilgrimage
by Paul J. Dreiling
I remember smiling as cool spring

sweaty shoe soles and crayon wax. Hubert

winds whipped by and struck my face

threw open the top hatch to the shortest

gently as we cut under street lamps on our

bus of the batch. Inside, special needs

bikes. Hubert and I jumped over the fence

children would wear seatbelts and there

into the vast and empty school parking

were wheelchair accessible spaces in the

lot. It looked like a painted grey desert. In

back. There were two red cans, one locked

the morning, the sands would shift into

to the back door and another saddled

a sprawling chaos of cars and children.

beside the medical box with a buckle. A

Just being there without the noise and

dull ringing of metal vibrated through

confusion felt freeing, a playground oasis

the air when the buckle came off, muffled

that only my friend and I could run on.

from the outside like a bell under blankets.

In the far corner of the lot, a towering
mass of bright yellow and black outlines
stood motionless and stark against the
asphalt. Unbidden, we rode into the
middle, between and through, running our
fingers against the cold steel. Dozens of
silent school buses were parked overnight,
waiting. No one was inside. There was no
one screaming, kicking seats, joking, or
being yelled at by an exhausted driver. I
pricked up my ears, listened for signs of
life. A whipping of trees, some car horn
miles away, the dragging of a leaf on the
pavement, and the hollow call of the
buses.
It didn’t take much for us to get

It wasn’t long after we sprayed the
grey desert outside in white pressurized
nitrogen, a tangled spelling of our names,
that I heard Hubert yell indistinctly. I
was inside the short bus and heard rapid
footsteps outside. I paused, stiffened,
hearing nothing but my heart beating
inside like a metal drum. I climbed up
slowly, feet straddling the seat backs, and
poked my head out of the top hatch.
“Stop right there, fucker!”
I jumped, propelling my slight frame
through the opening. My sneakers slipped
under me, but I reached the end of the top
of the bus and hopped down. The short

inside one. Some even had doors open.

bus had no nose, no engine hood sticking

We strutted around, sat mockingly in the

out with grill and bumper like the others.

fake leather brown seats. They smelled like

I fell awkwardly, straight down twelve
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feet and buckled. Pain
shot through my right
ankle and adrenaline
through the rest of me. I

“ …I fell awkwardly,
straight down twelve
feet and buckled.”

looked up, side to side,

faint impressions
of tastefully printed
spiraling mustard
flowers and tangled
weeds on a clean white

and took an unsteady lunge between the

background. After the police car left, I sat

black and yellow out into the grey. A stray

at the top of the stairs on the second floor

open palm met my neck forcefully and I

of our home, listening to my parents argue

saw stars. Upended, I squeezed my eyes

in quiet, strained voices. It sounded like

closed, took a shuttering breath. I heard

the hiss of a kettle not yet boiling and

the security guard and a janitor, both out

the rhythmic hum of a dryer, overloaded.

of breath, describe in harsh words what

When my father ascended the stairs, I

would happen to me if I tried to stand up

saw the silhouette of a giant that slowly

again. The police station was just a few

grew smaller and then rested wearily,

blocks away. They had already made the

diminished and human-sized, by my feet.

call.

For long moments, nothing.
When the officer arrived, I stayed

silent, disoriented and ashamed. He
unceremoniously hung handcuffs around
my wrists and held my head firmly before
I entered the back seat of the squad car. I
told him the basics and in exchange, when
I arrived home, he un-cuffed me in front of
my parents. I walked inside, felt my father’s
too-large hand lay heavily on my shoulder.
“Upstairs. Stay there,” he said,
through gritted teeth.
I heard muffled conversation as

“I was in jail. I wasn’t much older
than you. Things were different. I grew
up poor. Inside, I wasn’t a kid. They
humiliated me, beat me; I was almost
killed. That won’t happen to you. That . . .
won’t happen.”
“I’m sorry, I just – I didn’t think
anything bad would happen.”
“You’re right. You didn’t think.”
He shook his head slowly again, cast
his gaze towards the curved end of the

I walked up the stairs, away from the

stairs, just the implication of an ending

flashes of blue and red lights. Dull off-

in the darkness. I tried to strain my eyes. I

yellow wallpaper hung off the walls, the

couldn’t see his face.
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Family Reunion
by Xanthos Likes
Atop a green hill
We wear our best. I’m ready,
With flowers for graves.

wake up
by Nathan Peterson
Wake up and they’re there again, outside your bedroom window, maybe three or
four out there in the dark. The noise they make lets you know the score. One’s a
laugh, starting high then falling, ah – ha, ah-ha. The sound of derision: the serrated
edge of panic.

Oh well they say oh well oh well. Ah-ha, ah-ha, ah-ha.

These are signals, sent through the air. From leaf to leaf, from branch to branch.
And if it sounds like they are laughing, well that’s just the noise trees always make.
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Family Still Life
by Paul Dreiling
Satisfaction, as our father would say, is the Devil’s curse. No good came from feeling
satisfied, not while you’re awake at least. I figured that was why the picture was taking so
darn long. Of course Belle had a dreadful rip along her white fancy dress, no longer the twin
to mine. But she just kept fussing at it.
“Leave it be!” Father boomed.
My sister whipped her head around and smiled innocently but nervously, her head
like a tether ball spun round at the top of the pole while her hand strayed back near the tear.
Father disappeared back under the black velvet cloth behind the old camera lens, and in it I
noticed my small reflection trapped inside, upside down and reversed. I felt sick. Baby Sara
wouldn’t sit still and kept sticking her tongue out at me. Mildred, well – Milly, because Mildred
sounded like curdled milk – bounced her gaily on her knee between me and Belle.
“Smile girls, smile now.” Aunt Lydia gleamed at us to get our attention and stood on
her tip toes like a star poodle, a comb full of our curls under one arm, just before suspending
herself at Father’s broadcast:
“Keep still, ya hear. Move an inch and I’ll move you a foot!” His hand raised up in a
tight fist above the cloth, which must have seemed like some long-necked bird had reared its
funny bald head up, because all my sisters started giggling. I really couldn’t see it.
“Nelle, dear. Please smile for the camera. Smile for your father.”
I thought I suddenly smelled liquor then, like a whiff of smoke in a newborn’s
nursery, some knife-edged memory. I knew he was waiting. I felt my face go screwy and
puzzled out what a smile would feel like. There was a quick flash of blinding white, followed
by splotchy bruises of violet, black, and yellow. I blinked hard and fought back tears.
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Rosemary Cox Award Winners
FICTION : "Have Your Pie" by Maya Samad …… page 4-5
PHOTOGRAPHY : "Abandoned Prison Yard in Georgia" by Danette Thomas …… page 18-19
ART : "Gravity" by Liz Alzona …… page 22-23
POETRY : "Ismene" by Kyle Keith …… page 27
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